
Shopping in Style 
4-H FASHION REVUE EVALUATION SCORECARD 

Standards for the exhibitor: 
1. To understand and demonstrate a wardrobe plan. 
2. To understand how selected garment(s) and accessories enhance their personal/public presentation. 
3. To understand the value of this garment/outfit and how it fits into the family’s clothing budget. 
4. To be able to describe how they have accepted personal responsibility in caring for their garment/outfit.  
5. To visually demonstrate personal fitness and grooming and clothing/accessories comfort and safety.  
6. To be able to describe how they have cared for the garment/outfit and how it has proved to fit into their 

wardrobe plan.  
To be completed by the member prior to judging.  This will be given to the judge. 

Name ______________________________________ Age ________ Level enrolled _________________________ 

Class Name _________________________________________ Class No. __________________________________ 

List garments/accessories purchased or made by another person: ________________________ 
 

1. Describe any recycled materials used in your presentation, and your plan for what you will do with this 
garment/outfit when you are through with it: _____________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Describe how you have or will care for this garment _____________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How do you see this garment/outfit as it compliments your body style and its suitability to your wardrobe 
needs? ___________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Calculate the estimated cost per wear of this garment/outfit (Form is provided on the back of this sheet.  
Please show your work) ___________________________________ 

Scorecard Excellent  Good Fair Comments 
I General appearance and knowledge – 70%     
A. Posture, poise      
B. Personal grooming      
C. Garment condition      
D. Fit of garment      
E. Modeling skills     
F. Accessories used to create a total look      
     
     
     
     
Additional Comments:                                                                          Judges Initials ______________ 

Circle Placing: 

Purple     Blue     Red     White  



WHAT TO BUY OR MAKE – COST PER WEARING 
CLOTHING & TEXTILES, LEVEL IV, WARDROBE PLANNING 

ACTIVITY SHEET 

FIGURING COST PER WEARING, CONTINUED 

STORE BOUGHT GARMENT 

EXAMPLE 

Tights $20.25 
Leotard $20.25 
Total Cost of Garment $40.50 
Care Price per Wash  Total Washing Total Cost of Care  
 $0.25 Once a week 

(for 10 months) 
$10.00 

Total Cost           $50.50 

Total Wearings                                                                         40(cheaper fabric shorter garment life) 

Total Cost per Wearing          $50.50            =                      $1.26 per wearing 
                                                        40 

Your Garment  

 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
Total Cost of Garment  $  
Cost Price per Wash  Total Washings  Total Cost of Care  
 $  $ 

Total Cost                                                                                                                 $_________________ 

Total Wearings 

Total Cost per Wearing            $______________                =                           $_________________ 
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